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Remarkable progress in Single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) has been made in
the past decade. The localization precision of SMLM is mainly dependent on the number of
detected photons, therefore tremendous efforts have been invested to increase photon budget
by specially designed fluorophores and anti-bleaching agents. Here we developed cryogenic
and interferometric single molecule localization methods which exhibit excellent localization
precision performances compared to conventional SMLMs. We built an ultra-stable superresolution cryo-FM and demonstrated the super-resolution imaging capability of this system.
The results suggest that our system is particularly suitable for single molecule localization
imaging and cryogenic super-resolution correlative light and electron microscopy
(csCLEM)[1,2]. We also introduced an interferometric SMLM named Repetitive Optical
Selective Exposure (ROSE), with which a fluorescence molecule is located by the intensities
of multiple excitation patterns of an interference fringe, providing around two-fold
improvement in the localization precision compared to the conventional centroid fitting method
at the same photon budget. We demonstrate this technique by resolving a nanostructure down
to 5 nm[3].
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